IN MEMORY OF
JULIO
ABRAHAM
ARIGUZNAGA-ANDERSON

Obituary for Julio Ariguznaga-Anderson


Funeral Services are scheduled for 6:00 p.m. Saturday, August 18, 2018 in the Palms Funeral Home Chapel. Visitation will be Saturday from 5-6 at Palms. Julio was an U.S. Army Veteran and Purple Heart Veteran. Julio did 3 tours overseas. He also took Kendo classes. He was considered a brother by many close friends and comrades.

Julio was born August 27, 1984 in Tuxpan Veracruz, Mexico to Linda Anderson. Survivors include his mother; Linda Anderson of Angleton, maternal grandmother; Eloisa Anderson of Falcon Heights, sisters; Yesenia Anderson of Las Vegas and Mayra Anderson of Lake Jackson, brother; Robert Anderson of Lake Jackson, as well as 10 nieces and nephews whom he loved dearly.
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